DevMtg 2015-09-30

Developers Meeting on Weds, Sept 30, 2015

**Today's Meeting Times**

- JIRA Backlog Hour: 19:00 UTC in #dspace IRC, i.e. one hour BEFORE the meeting. During that hour, we will be working together to tackle our JIRA Backlog of “Received” tickets.
- DSpace Developers Meeting: 20:00 UTC in #duraspace IRC

**Agenda**

**Discussion Topics**

1. Latest status on “Service API” refactor - Essentially “complete”
   a. Open PRs related to Service API branch: [https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pulls?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=is%3Aopen+is%3Apr+base%3ADS-2701-service-api](https://github.com/DSpace/DSpace/pulls?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=is%3Aopen+is%3Apr+base%3ADS-2701-service-api)
   b. We need to get this work merged soon so that 6.0 can move forward on schedule.
   c. Plan for Cleanup / corrections to documentation based on this API?
2. DSpace 6.0 Status
   a. Need to update schedule. Our PR deadline was this week.
   b. Release Team members still needed!
   c. Other updates / discussion topics?
3. RoadMap work updates (nothing new)
   a. DSpace UI Prototype Challenge is going on now. Prototypes/proof-of-concepts due by Nov 6.
4. Other topics?

**Meeting Notes**

**Meeting Transcript**


**Action Items**

(Action items go here, if any)